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WHAT
○ Splits equity pools fairly 

in real time

○ Visually motivates 
workers. 

○ Upgrades Facebook 
style RSUs. 

○ Secondary market RSU 
liquidity.

Universal Equity: (Cloud B2B SaaS) 

Upstock’s Universal Equity - the future of work

WHY
○ Creates true worker 

alignment, maximizes 
company growth.

○ 10x less cost, 10x more 
value.

○ The RSU market is 
growing 10% per year* 
and accelerating**.

WHERE
○ Legal in 70+ 

countries and 
beyond, to the stars.

○ Is affordable to all 
companies, the 99%, 
not just the current 
1%.

*https://www.ayco.com/content/dam/ayco/pdfs/us/en/compensation-benefits-digest/2019/digest_1910.pdf

** As RSUs become more affordable, more companies deploy them.

https://steveblank.com/2019/04/10/startup-stock-options-why-a-good-deal-has-gone-bad/
https://steveblank.com/2019/04/10/startup-stock-options-why-a-good-deal-has-gone-bad/


 

MAXIMIZE YOUR COMPANY ENGAGEMENT

ONE-SIZE-FITS-MOST
TOP-SHELF WORKER EQUITY DOCS

DYNAMIC DASHBOARD TO
INSPIRE WORKERS &

 EMPOWER ADMINISTRATORS

+

Digital. Global. Visibly inspiring.

Our goal:
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In his previous start-up Couchsurfing, 
Casey Fenton encountered the Silicon 
Valley equity problem.  

Hard to interpret legal documents skewed 
to protect the company and not designed 
to address the needs of  workers with a high 
price for all, leaving everyone unsatisfied.

Workers said, “Stock options, is this a scam?”

Created to fix traditional equity
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In a post covid world...
WHY NOW: 

SAAS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
ARE SAFE & SECURE

COMPANIES NEED A WAY TO 
INCENTIVIZE REMOTE WORKERS

TIMING IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
FACTOR FOR SUCCESSFUL STARTUPS

START ISSUING EQUITY TODAY
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 “... stock options have become a 
lottery ticket rather than compelling 
& predictable wealth creation ” 

Sam Jadallah
Head of Home Services

Apple

https://medium.com/@sam_96607/stock-options-why-its-time-for-startups-to-replace-them-a38ceec534d5

It’s time for startups to replace them
STOCK OPTIONS:

https://medium.com/@sam_96607/stock-options-why-its-time-for-startups-to-replace-them-a38ceec534d5


THE PROBLEM: 

Stock options hurt companies
Workers equity is unattainable to most businesses

Upstock helps businesses incentivize workers.

○ Expensive    $10K-100K

○ Confusing   destroys trust and is difficult to explain

○ Slow to implement   months or years to implement

○ Cap table  complicated & needs to be revised with every hire

○ Paper-based   feels antiquated, documents are easily lost & forgotten

○ Demoralizing   reduces moral & decreases length of worker’s employment
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“RSUs are much better than stock options”

Attorney: “The complexity of stock 
options means more billable hours!”

Me: “What’s better than stock 
options?”

Attorney: “RSUs are way better...
but are too costly for you”

(Paraphrased conversation)



- Steve Blank

https://steveblank.com/2019/04/10/startup-stock-options-why-a-good-deal-has-gone-bad/

“...offer restricted stock units (RSUs).” 

MOVING DOWNSTREAM

RSUs are replacing stock options
(Restricted Stock Units)

A promise to receive company stock (or their cash equivalent) at a future 
date in return for fulfilling specific obligations to the company. 

RSUs do not grant voting rights or dividends.

https://steveblank.com/2019/04/10/startup-stock-options-why-a-good-deal-has-gone-bad/


Source:

Top tech companies, becoming RSU centric
MARKET TREND:

https://www.ayco.com/content/dam/ayco/pdfs/us/en/compensation-benefits-digest/2019/digest_1910.pdf?sa=n&rd=n

https://www.ayco.com/content/dam/ayco/pdfs/us/en/compensation-benefits-digest/2019/digest_1910.pdf?sa=n&rd=n
https://medium.com/@sam_96607/stock-options-why-its-time-for-startups-to-replace-them-a38ceec534d5
https://www.ayco.com/content/dam/ayco/pdfs/us/en/compensation-benefits-digest/2019/digest_1910.pdf?sa=n&rd=n


Apple

BUILT UPON SILICON VALLEY’S TOP... 
“Double Trigger Vesting” RSU equity plans
 as offered by

First trigger:   RSUs gained by time or tasks performed.
Second trigger:   A liquidity event when stocks are taxed.

Avoid huge tax bills that workers likely can’t pay 
& many other problems presented by stock options.



Workers can’t believe in what they can’t see.

I don’t get it...
Why can’t I 
just see my 

equity?Is this a scam?



Restricted Stock 
Unit Docs

Real-time 
Dashboard

Seeing Equity in
Real Time

+

Upstock’s revelation



Manage & support everyone on one platform
EFFICIENT:

EMPLOYEES
Upstock provides you with employment agreements and 

equity agreements that are signed digitally. Employees 

can participate in fixed and dynamic pools.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS 
Our agreements allow you to work with independent 

contractors in over 70+ countries around the world. You 

can track both cash and equity for your contractors 

within the dashboard.

ADVISORS 
Now you can add advisors without worrying if they will 

pull their weight. With dynamic equity they will only 

receive equity for actual value produced.



FIXED RSUs: 
○ Similar to stock options, this 

model has a set number of 
units over a set period of time. 

○ Most common configuration 
is 4 years with a one year cliff 

Features:

○ Can create a scarcity mindset for managers, 
afraid to issue equity because of a fear of 
running out. Can lead to low ball offers.

○ A worker’s equity is determined before work is 
completed based on market rates or 
negotiation.

○ Helps to retain workers but may not inspire a 
worker’s best efforts. 

Upstock offers both fixed & dynamic RSUs

DYNAMIC RSU: 
○ Managers create a pool of RSUs 

that are distributed fairly based 
on contribution at a landmark 
event (sale, IPO).

○ Workers accrue “pool points” 
for time, performance bonuses 
and/or specific tasks.

Features:

○ Allows managers to assign equity based on 
performance or tasks and offer equity bonuses.

○ A worker’s equity is determined by and  
completed based on market rates or negotiation.

○ Workers see their slice of the pie changing 
overtime, incentivizing best efforts to earn more.



SHARE FIXED RSU EQUITY

An upgrade to stock options.
Upstock’s RSUs simplify this process

1. Make an offer
Offer your worker a set number of shares that vest 
over time, usually four years with a one year cliff. 
Upstock can help you with norms.

2. Invite the worker to Upstock
Your company invites your worker to Upstock with a specific vesting schedule.

3. Your worker signs the docs
Now they can watch their equity grow on Upstock’s dashboard. Seeing is believing.



COMPANY A: 
Tech Startup
This company is young and scrappy, and prefers to 
use RSUs instead of stock options for their workers.

Companies using Fixed RSUs
EXAMPLES:

- 2 Founders
- 70% Restricted Stocks

- 8 Workers
- 10% Upstock Fixed RSU vesting

- 2 Advisers 
- 1% Upstock Fixed RSU vesting 

- 5 Investors: 
- 19% Equity: 1.2M investment on 

SAFE

*Bold items are provided by Upstock

COMPANY B: 
Established Int’l Business
This company has offered RSUs to a newly joined 
founder due to the high price of issuing restricted stock. 
They also rely on a large group of international 
contractors. 

- 3 Founders: 
- 60% Restricted stock + Upstock 

Fixed RSUs for one founder
- 60 Workers 

- 14% 20 employees & 40 contractors 
Upstock Fixed RSU vesting

- 5 Advisers 
- 1% Upstock Fixed RSU vesting 

- 9 Investors 
- 25% Equity: 8M investment, Series A



Previously, only top companies offered Dynamic RSUs. 

Now it’s available to everyone.

Here’s how dynamic equity works:
○ Your company reserves a number of RSUs in a pool as a prize for workers

○ Workers earn “pool points” for time, tasks or bonuses

○ RSUs are later distributed at a landmark event (IPO/acquisition)

○ Workers receive RSUs pro rata (based on their pool points earned)

=
Worker

RSU
% of Pool     

(hours worked x hour point rate) + bonuses

total of all worker pool points



COMPANY A: 
Dynamic Pool Sales Startup
This company is young and scrappy, and prefers to 
use dynamic RSUs instead of stock options for their 
sales teams and ambassador affiliates.

Companies using Dynamic RSUs
EXAMPLES:

- 2 Founders
- 80% Restricted Stocks

- 10 Workers
- 10% Upstock Dynamic RSUs

- 50 Affiliates 
- 1% Upstock Dynamic RSUs 

- 1 Investors 
- 9% Equity: $150k investment on 

SAFE

*Bold items are provided by Upstock

COMPANY B: 
Large Complex Business
This company is an established capital intensive car 
sharing network that has recently converted most of 
their workers over from stock options to a mix of fixed 
and dynamic RSUs.

- 1 CEO & Founder 
- 15% Restricted stock + Upstock Fixed 

RSUs for bonuses
- 350 Workers: (300 employees & 50 

contractors) 20%  
- VPs: Upstock Fixed RSU vesting 

converted from legacy stock options
- Employees & Contractors: Upstock 

Dynamic RSUs
- 20 Investors 

- 65% Equity: $32M investment, Series D



“In two years, Upstock 
saved me $1.5M on payroll.”
Justin Gordon, Founder, Hawaii Chee

Justin’s story
● Manages 40 workers

● $2.2M total compensation

○ $700K in cash

○ $1.5M in equity

● 68% cash savings 

● Uses dynamic RSUs

21

Meet Justin & his team
USER  SPOTLIGHT:



DASHBOARDS

Watch equity grow in real-time! 

Administrators
● Easily manage workers & 

equity.
● Dynamically adjust incentives 

to maximize output.

Workers
● See equity grow over time.
● Easily access legal documents.
● For employees, contractors, 

advisors. 
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WORKER DASHBOARD EXAMPLE:

 $425,980

Janes Live Estimated Equity Value

Jane McCallister
2019 - present



EXAMPLE:



Drafted by lawyers & reviewed by top global firms
 

Designed with care by top attorneys
LEGAL:

Tery Williams 

20 years building  international 
equity plans for Fortune 100’s in 

90+ countries

& other top 
firms



Documents we offer
LEGAL:

Ask us about custom modifications. 

Sign & save your documents online.

RSU Plan
The core document governing your overall 
equity system.

POOL CREATION
Document to call equity pools into existence.

SERVICE PROVIDER AGREEMENT
Worker, contractors, and advisor’s 
engagement document defining pay rate, 
confidential information, ect.

EQUITY AWARD AGREEMENT
This document describes a worker’s equity 
awards which is governed by the RSU plan.



International Support: 
Upstock is 
growing 
worldwide 
Please contact us at 
legal@upstock.io if your 
country is not listed. 

Currently operational in 70+ countries 

Upstock jurisdictions:

Algeria
Angola
Argentina
Austria
Australia
Bahrain
Barbados
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
China
Chile 
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cyprus
Denmark
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Guatemala
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia

Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Lebanon
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Nigeria
Oman
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Serbia
Sri Lanka
Spain
South Africa
South Korea
Sweden

Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Serbia
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Spain
South Africa
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand
Taiwan
Turkey
United Arab 
Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay

LEGAL:

Algeria
Angola
Argentina
Austria
Australia
Bahrain
Barbados
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
China
Chile 
Colombia
Costa Rica

Cyprus
Denmark
Dominican 
Rep.
Ecuador
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Guatemala
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia

Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Lebanon
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Nigeria
Oman

Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Serbia
Sri Lanka
Spain
South Africa
South Korea
Sweden

Singapore
Switzerland
Thailand
Taiwan
Turkey
United Arab 
Emirates
Ukraine
United 
Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Venezuela

mailto:legal@upstock.io


Inspire workers with your company’s valuation
(optional feature)

Share an estimate of your valuation
When you enter the company’s valuation in Upstock’s 
dashboard workers can see an estimate of their slice of 
the pie. 

With sharing turned on
Transparency builds trust and alignment, a feeling that 
we are all in this together.  Workers will see what the 
estimated real time value of their shares are.  They are 
warned that this is only an estimate.  They will also see 
the valuation source: founder, investors, 409A. 

This level of transparency doesn’t make sense in every 
culture or company.

With sharing turned off
Workers will instead see their % of the company.   

Investors
40% 

Founders
45% 

Worker
Time Pool  10% 

100%

Advisors
5% 

EXAMPLE COMPANY
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Integration with a cap table
EXAMPLE:

Pre-funding $1m Post Seed $5m

Performance Equity 
time pool 

10% = $100k 
600 shares

(Simplified example)

Performance Equity 
time  pool  

7% = $350K
600 shares

Founders
68% 

5400 shares

Seed Investors 
25% 

2000 shares, 
Invested $1.25M

Seed Investors 
17% 

2000 shares

Performance 
Equity time  pool  
5% = $1M 

600 shares

Founders
45% 

5400 shares

Series A Investors 
33% 

4000 shares, Invested 
$6.67M 

Total shares
6000

Total shares
8000

Total shares
12000

Post Series A $20m



● Simple, flexible, easy

● Dynamic: Workers see & believe

● Solves cap table issues

● Optimized to prevent lawsuits

CHOOSE A  POOL SIZE

What size should a company start 
with?
We suggest that Upstock equity pools start small, 
for example 1-5%.  Pools may need to be 
increased over time to ensure that participants 
are incentivized.

Can the size of the pool change?
A Performance Equity Pool can easily be made 
larger.  This means more equity for team 
members.

Decreasing the size of the pool requires a 
majority decision of team members.

Performance 
Equity Pool

20% 
Other equity

80% 

100%



● Simple, flexible, easy

● Dynamic: Workers see & believe

● Solves cap table issues

● Optimized to prevent lawsuits

MONTHLY CASH LIMIT

When a team member is a part of a dynamic pool, the admin may set a 
monthly cash limit which they can earn up to. This limit allows the 
company to smooth cash burn. 

When team members work beyond their monthly cash limit then their 
cash rate will be added to their equity rate and they will be compensated 
entirely by equity.  This helps them receive a bigger slice of the equity pie. 

(optional Dynamic Equity feature)

$2,000 Monthly Cash Limit
EXAMPLE:

Hours under  100:
Cash:     $20
Equity:  $30
Total :    $50

Works 100 hours and 
hits monthly cash limit
2000(limit) / 20 (cash) = 100 hrs

Hours over 100:
Cash:     $0
Equity:  $50
Total :    $50



● Simple, flexible, easy

● Dynamic: Workers see & believe

● Solves cap table issues

● Optimized to prevent lawsuits

RISK MULTIPLIER
(optional Dynamic Equity feature)

The Risk Multiplier is a bonus given to all team 
members who take a larger risk during the 
company’s formation or later during a time 
where the company needs full effort from each 
worker. The RM multiplies the amount of equity 
that each team member receives for a specific 
range of time.

Newer companies often start with a higher 
Risk Multiplier and gradually move to a 
multiplier of 1 when the company is 
self-sustaining. 



A Landmark Event
VESTING COMPLETED WITH: 

The landmark event is a company 
goal, typically an acquisition,  IPO 
or direct listing. 

Your vested equity points will be 
converted into RSUs. For example, 
if you have 100 equity points, and 
the pool has a total of 1,000 equity 
points, you will receive 10% of the 
RSU in that pool.  



PRICING:

$10 worker/mo.
INCLUDES:

Real time dashboard
updates, digitally
Signed documents,
and customizable
terms. 



1. Create 
Equity Pool
Workers are offered 
Fixed RSUs and/or 
Dynamic RSUs.

Introducing the fastest, easiest and most affordable 
way to share company ownership. 

YOUR ROADMAP:

2. Set Equity 
Negotiate 
compensation of salary 
and equity

3. Sign legal 
documents
Workers log into 
Upstock and sign legal 
documents

4. Share Equity 
Overtime
Automatically vest, 
dynamically record time, 
tasks, bonuses, etc.

5. Achieve 
Success
Company achieves 
Landmark Event, the 
equity pools freeze, 
vesting stops and is 
accelerated

6.Receive 
Earnings
Distribute the equity 
pool. Workers receive 
company stock which is 
taxed as income and 
likely sold



CONTACT US

Customer Support support@upstock.io

Legal Support legal@upstock.io

Frequently Asked 

Questions

upstock.io/faqs

Tutorials app.upstock.io/help/how-to



Arjun Dev Arora
Advisor

Richard Titus
Advisor

Dan Hoffer
Advisor

Janielle Denier
Advisor

Casey Fenton
Founder & CEO
Founder of Couchsurfing
Twenty four year entrepreneur

Arne Peder Blix
Founder & Senior Advisor
Founder of Equatex, like Upstock 
for Fortune 100’s  (acquired $460M)

World-Class Legal 
Virginia Forsyth, Matt Oshinsky,
Renata Valkova

Eric Ries
Senior Adviser, Author of Lean Startup
Founder Long Term Stock Exchange
Faculty Singularity University

Key Players Core Team

Tery Williams 
22 years, plan creation in 150+ 
countries, Baker McKenzie & HP
International Equity Plans

Ambassador Network
Chris Jonneau, APAC Director/General Manager
Lead: Startup Grind Senior Team Members

Advisors

Gabriel Fenton
COO & Head of UX 

Pawlo Riveros
CTO

Scott McGregor
CFO

Vedran Jakovac 
System administrator

Nil Das
Senior Developer

Parimal Kumar
QA

Amanda Baker
Head of Content



Thank You for choosing

The future will be owned by all of us.
Together we are creating a world where everyone owns their fair share.


